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The quarter has seen good progress on all Transformation projects. In June, the first
gateway review for the arts strategy took place and this was followed in July by gateway
reviews for the projects looking at the future libraries and leisure provision and customer
contact. Meanwhile good progress is being made on the review of support services and
our property investment strategy is being developed for consideration by Members in the
autumn. Projects on school support services looking to respond to the Government’s
plans to withdraw Education Services Grant and to further encourage academisation is
also well underway.
The final assurance rating for the Bracknell Forest 2016 Better Care Fund (BCF)
submission is expected shortly from NHS England. The provisional rating provided in
April 2016 was "Assured", which was the highest rating from a possible range of
"Assured”; “Assured with Support or Not Assured". The Bracknell Forest fund was the
only “Assured” rating in the south east.
A number of Expressions of Interest (EOI) for DfE grant funding have been prepared.
These are in the main partnership bids and are focused on young people who are on the
edge of care or who are looked after. There are two bidding rounds and the two EOIs
from Round 1 have been approved by DfG to go forward into full bids. Further EOI will
be presented for consideration in July at Round 2. The themes of the EOI are all linked
with developments within Children, Young People and Learning and will enhance the
Transformation Projects which are in place. The two bids between them are valued at
around £4.6m and provide massive support to the prevention and early intervention
approach being developed.
The Coral Reef project refurbishment is going well and to programme. The contract with
Brymor for the construction, and Van Egdom for the aquatic element, has been signed
and Brymor have been at Coral Reef since the end of May and have begun the internal
strip out. A webcam has been installed and is going live shortly so that customers can
view the main roof and flume tower works progress.
This quarter has also seen the successful implementation of the £3m Coral Reef
signalisation scheme, finishing in April, 5 months ahead of programme and on budget.
The scheme is already improving traffic flows and should increase the capacity of the
junction by 33%
Planning permission was granted for The Blue Mountain Learning Village and associated
housing and open space. Building works (beginning with an archaeological survey) are
expected to start on site towards the end of August. The Council is currently working with
the Parish Council to provide a community hub on the site. With just under £1m of S106
monies available as a contribution to its development.

What went especially well?






The new Station Green open space, provided to compensate for the loss of pubic open
space in Charles Square has been delivered ahead of time and on budget with the
opening being scheduled for July 16.
The Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) went live as of 16 May and early
indications show this multi-agency model is effective.
Performance in Development Management remained above the target of 80% of
applications being dealt with within prescribed time limits. In May planning application
performance was excellent with 100% being dealt with within agreed timescales for all
application types.
The O&S Working Group looking at Planning Procedures was given complete freedom to
look at any issues they felt needed to be explored. The review did not identify any major
problems and the Executive accepted the majority of the recommendations.
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The number of individual clients attending Youthline sessions was 154 for April to June
2016 which is a 57% increase on the previous quarter. This positive increase can be
contributed to Youthline engaging with an additional school and now working in
partnership with the Family Focus project. The increase also reflects the work being
done by youth workers to actively promote Youthline.
School Ofsted inspections continue - Easthampstead Park Community School achieved
‘Good’ and all the Borough’s maintained secondary schools are now rated as good or
better. There are two Academy Secondary Schools of which Ranelagh remains
‘outstanding’ whilst Brakenhale requires improvement. The percentage of primary and
secondary schools rated good/better by OFSTED has therefore exceeded the expected
targets, currently set at 80% and 67% respectively. All eligible early years settings have
also received good/better ratings.
Bracknell was awarded ‘Town of the Year’ at the Thames Valley Property Awards.
Judges were looking for a Thames Valley town that had implemented a successful towncentre strategy and which had enhanced the town’s brand.

What we are doing about things going not quite so well?








The quarter saw a higher level of household nights in non-self contained accommodation
than anticipated. At the end of June there were 24 households in shared
accommodation (including B&B and Tenterden Lodge) which equated to 1,109
household nights against a target of 793. In part this increase was due to delays in the
completion of Downshire Homes property purchases. Once all purchases have been
completed the situation should improve as it will provide an additional 17 properties. By
the end of August the number of properties acquired by Downshire Homes had reached
16.
Work is continuing to improve recycling and reduce landfill but more significant action is
needed to address the issue of food waste and surplus residual bin capacity. Over the
coming months various options, including food waste collections and or a reduction in bin
size, will be explored with the results feeding into the Transformation programme for
2018/19 to ensure that costs do not rise.
Planning appeals performance dipped early in the year with a series of appeals being
upheld. This appears to have reversed with the vast majority of recent decisions being
dismissed by Planning Inspectors including a notable success at Locks Ride. There
were 16 appeal decisions of which 3 were Allowed and 13 Dismissed. Regular appeals
performance monitoring meetings have been established to review decisions and identify
and raise awareness of any learning points.
Early Years Foundation Stage, Phonics and Key Stage 1 results are above the national
average but overall KS2 results were only broadly in line with the national average.
Work is currently being done with individual schools whose performance is below
average to understand the reasons for this and to improve the situation and this will be a
key priority for the new Director of Children, Young People & Learning when she takes
up post in early October.

Timothy Wheadon
Chief Executive
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